
THE HARES BOYS: 10 YEARS IN PRISON FOR A CRIME THAT NEVER HAPPENED
HOW COLONIAL ISRAEL SYSTEMICALLY INCARCERATES CHILDREN – BECAUSE IT CAN

To be released 15 March, 2023

by Free   t  he Hares Boys   Campaign Team

Left to right: Prison pictures of Tamer, Mohammed K., Mohammed S., Ali and Ammar in 2014, after 1 year of being incarcerated. Today it’s been 10 years.

We called it “a crime that never happened” – because how else would you call something that fakes an 
event, invents its victims and falsifies the guilty, then masquerades as justice yet is so obviously fraud?

And yet, although there was no crime to be guilty of, five young human beings are serving 15-year 
prison sentences for “committing” it. Today, 15 March, marks the already decade-long theft of their 
lives – theft committed by the Israeli colonial regime in Palestine.

For three years after their violent abduction in mid-March 2013, we ran an international campaign for 
the Hares Boys’ release – “we” being several individuals hailing from Europe and the Americas. We 
met in Palestine right after the boys – then 16-17 years old – were kidnapped from their homes in Hares
village in the middle of the night by armed men in uniform. Over tea and coffee with their families we 
discussed what could be done to help free them, knowing full well that we are up against a soulless 
colonial machine that kills for fun, incarcerates at will, and laughs at justice – just because it can.

The Free the Hares Boys international campaign, run on zero financial resources, received much 
support worldwide: people protested in London and organised solidarity rallies from Costa Rica to 
Bulgaria, Mexico to Scotland, wrote to their MPs in Britain and embassies in Tel Aviv, attended the 
boys’ “court” “hearings”, shared their story in Arabic, English, Spanish, Bulgarian, Finnish, Swedish, 
Danish, Portuguese, Italian, German, French, Hebrew, and Japanese. Once again, we wholeheartedly 
thank everyone who got involved.

But the Hares Boys case was never only about the five teenagers from Hares village: it was – and 
remains – a tragically textbook-like real-life illustration of one crucial aspect of Israel’s colonialism in 
Palestine – incarceration of her native inhabitants and attempts at crushing the very soul of a people. 
That is why we deem it important, as we mark this grim 10-year anniversary, to share the Hares Boys 
story once again. We hope it honours the unfailing humanity of the Palestinians in the face of 
oppression and serves as a reminder of why you and I say Free Palestine, and firmly believe it.
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In our public communications a decade ago, we described the boys’ story in painstaking detail from the
moment of their kidnapping by Israeli soldiers to the day their sentence was announced in the 
occupation’s military “court”. Here is a shorter version of it (full version here).

“Kiss and hug your mother goodbye”: Round the kids up!
At around 6:30 pm on Thursday, 14 March 2013, a car crashed into the back of a truck on Road 5 in 
Salfit Governorate, occupied Palestine. The driver and her 3 daughters were injured, one of them – 
seriously. The driver, Adva Biton, was returning to the illegal Israeli settler colony of Yakir when the 
accident occurred. She later claimed the accident was the fault of Palestinian youth throwing stones at 
her car. The driver of the truck, having testified immediately after the accident that he had pulled over 
because of a flat tyre, later changed his mind and said he had seen stones by the road (NB: Palestine is 
always full of stones).

There were no witnesses to the car accident. Nobody had seen any children or youth throwing stones 
that day.

Yet in the early hours of the following day, masked Israeli soldiers, some with attack dogs, stormed the 
village of Hares, located not far from Road 5. More than 50 soldiers broke doors to the villagers’ 
houses, demanding their teenage sons’ whereabouts. Ten youngsters aged 15-17 were kidnapped 
(“arrested”) that night: blindfolded, handcuffed, and transferred to an unknown location. Families were 
not informed of their sons’ alleged wrongdoings.

Two nights later, a second wave of violent arrests took place. “Kiss and hug your mother goodbye,” a 
Shabak (Israeli secret service) agent said to one boy. “You may never see her again.” A week later, 
army jeeps again entered the village and arrested several boys who had just come back home from 
school. In total, 19 teenagers from the neighbouring villages of Hares and Kifl Hares were arrested in 
relation to the settler car accident. None of them had previously had any history of stone-throwing.

In Israeli custody, these minors were subjected to a series of abuse and ill-treatment that amounts to 
torture, including severe beating, threats and intimidation, violent interrogations, and inhumane 
conditions (what passed as a “cell” in at least one case where a minor from Hares village was being 
kept was a windowless hole 1 m wide and 2 m long, with no mattress or blanket to sleep on, dirty toilet 
facilities, and six bright lights that were never turned off, resulting in the boy losing track of time).

After violent interrogations, most of the minors were released, except for five who remained in 
Megiddo, an Israeli adult prison. These became known as the Hares Boys. They are: Ali Shamlawi, 
Mohammed Suleiman, Mohammed Kleib, Tamer Souf, and Ammar Souf – all residents of Hares 
village in occupied Palestine. Upon detention, they were kept in solitary confinement for up to two 
weeks, and denied lawyer visits. Eventually, after even more abuse, they signed “confessions” of stone-
throwing that March day on Road 5. Later, they all repeatedly told their lawyers and families that they 
had signed those papers in Hebrew – a language they didn’t speak, read or write – in order to stop the 
torture inflicted upon their young bodies and minds by adult Israeli officers.

Those “confessions” were the only “evidence” against the five boys. The military prosecutor’s 
“witnesses” – Palestinians, even minors, are subjected to Israeli military, not civil courts – included 
police and secret service officers, none of whom were even present nearby that day, and 61 illegal 
Israeli settlers, who claimed – after the car accident was promoted in Israeli media as a “terrorist act” – 
that their cars had been damaged by stones on that road, too. Defence attorneys have not been shown 
any proof of whether these “witnesses” were ever questioned, if their claims were verified with CCTV 
footage and hospital admission data, or even if the alleged damage to their vehicles had been 
photographed or otherwise documented.
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Under such circumstances, the five Hares Boys were charged with 20 counts of attempted murder each 
(which was later changed to manslaughter, when two years after the car accident one of the settler’s 
daughters died of pneumonia complications) and were facing 25 years to life imprisonment. Having 
spent 2.5 years incarcerated and attended more than 100 military court “hearings” during which their 
lawyers sometimes were not even allowed to speak, the five youngsters were forced to sign a plea deal:
15 years in prison plus a 30,000 NIS (US $7,500 at the time) “fine” each, to be paid to the settler family
as “compensation”. If they refused, it was implied that their sentences would be increased to 25 years.

Themis bleeding on the ground
The verdict was a tragedy for the five boys and their families. But it was also a warning. Before it was 
announced, we wrote: “If the boys are convicted, this case would set a legal precedent which would 
allow the Israeli military to convict any Palestinian child or youngster for attempted murder in cases of 
stone-throwing.”

Here it is important to note that, in Zionist opinion, stone-throwing is “good” when illegal Israeli 
settlers do it, but somehow becomes “terrorism” when native Palestinians do it – or are only accused of
maybe, perhaps, thinking of doing. And now the Israeli government is planning to make it   into   “law”   
the state-sanctioned murder: capital punishment for “terrorism”, which is understood as any Palestinian
action that Israel says it is so. In fact, the Israeli military already execute Palestinians at will on a daily 
basis and do so with total impunity.

Israeli military “court” system convicts Palestinians at a staggering rate of 99,74%. That is to say, “if 
you   a  re Palestinian – you’re guilty  ”. Every year, Israeli military “courts” prosecute around 700 
Palestinian children (aged 12-17, although younger ones have been known to be locked up too). Ill-
treatment and/or torture of children during arrest, transfer and interrogation is well evidenced and 
documented. This whole system – with its arbitrary arrests, detention without evidence or even charges,
complete disregard for basic human rights or due process standards – is simply a mockery of justice. In 
the words of a prominent British human rights lawyer, the Hares Boys’ case “would have been won in 
less than 5 minutes if it were heard in a real court of justice”, not the Israeli military-run places of 
horror that pretend to be courts.

In such context, what’s poor Themis to do? 

The world-famous political cartoonist from Brazil Carlos Latuff, who contributed three drawings 
calling for freedom for the Hares Boys, in one of them drew the Greek goddess of justice bleeding on 
the ground after an Israeli military judge shot her with his rifle. She is murdered – scales of justice in 
one hand, sword in the other, – and nobody cares.

Oppression worldwide: details may differ but the concept is the same
The Hares Boys is one case among many others of Palestinian children subjected to a colonial military 
system whose ultimate goal is to destroy the social fabric of a people, together with family relations 
and community networks that sustain them. The cost of this constant, unending persecution and 
incarceration can be measured in its social impacts: the disruption of young people’s ordinary life 
activities –school, university, employment, marriage, friendships– results in heavy psychological 
damage to the victims and their families. Children return from prison unmotivated to study; they lose 
respect for their parents for not being able to defend them; they are forced to live in fear of prison 
experience being repeated.
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It is the feeling of not being able to conduct a normal life (something expressed repeatedly by 
Palestinians of all ages and walks of life as their main aspiration and longing) and to project oneself 
and one’s loved ones into a future. It is the devastating feeling that life is simply unbearable and 
impossible – which is one of the goals of the Zionist settler-colonial state which, since its very 
inception, has been trying to completely erase Palestine’s native people. For this purpose, every 
available tool is engaged, especially one that serves several goals at once. Incarceration is one such 
tool: it intends to damage both the mind and the body, the soul and the spirit, the individual and the 
community. It deletes entire lives – some temporarily, others forever; it also helps maintain the sense of
insecurity both among the imprisoned and the imprisoning, in order to continue the oppression.

Colonial and military occupation regimes everywhere practice political imprisonment as a way of 
ensuring obedience, crushing resistance, terrorising and controlling the population. Their goal is to 
make people live in constant fear, so that they wouldn’t revolt against oppression. That was the case in 
apartheid South Africa, Latin American dictatorships, in Algeria, Congo and other African and Asian 
countries under European colonialism, be it French, Belgian, Dutch, or British.

The Palestinians, like all oppressed peoples, know well that the colonised do not find justice in the 
courts of the colonial power. But they also know that the struggle of oppressed peoples the world over 
is, in the end, that same struggle for freedom. Perhaps that is why on the walls of Belfast, North of 
Ireland, murals are painted that express solidarity between Irish and Palestinian political prisoners; in 
paintings they shake hands through prison bars, in real life they understand and support each other’s 
struggles. Perhaps that is why, in February 2012, when Palestinian baker Khader Adnan hit the 53rd day
of hunger strike against his illegal detention, former Irish political prisoner and hunger striker Tommy 
McKearney sent a video message of solidarity to Khader and his family. Perhaps that is why a Black 
man arrested at an anti-racism protest in New York City was photographed wearing a T-shirt that says 
PALESTINE. Perhaps that is why Nelson Mandela, who himself was imprisoned by the apartheid 
regime for almost three decades, and remained on the US “terrorist list” until 2008, famously said that 
“We all know... that our freedom is incomplete without the freedom of the Palestinians.”

***

As for the five young men from the village of Hares in occupied Palestine, who remain imprisoned in 
Zionist dungeons for a crime that never happened – Ali, Tamer, Ammar, Muhammed K. and 
Muhammed S. –, they will be released in five years’ time, having celebrated their 30th birthdays. What 
kind of a world will they find? What justice? What freedom? What Palestine? And what humanity?

***

In 2017, to mark the first anniversary of the Hares Boys’ sentencing, we published a free e-book titled 
Hares Boys: From Palestine to Israeli Prison  ,   which contains their case summary and an extended 
analysis of the Israeli military court and prison system, an overview of the three-year-long campaign 
for the boys’ release, and ideas on connecting struggles against imperialism and political 
imprisonment around the globe. It is aimed at the world’s people of conscience – students, activists, 
human rights workers, youth and above in age, mothers, fathers, would-be parents, cat lovers and 
others – and is meant to serve as a tool to equip people with knowledge of how incarceration is used by
political entities to suppress and destroy resistance to oppression. Please read it and share it.
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